Cat Rescue and Adoption Services
Web: www.safemeow.com
Email: safe.meow@gmail.com
Phone: (519) 803-4737

FOSTER TERMS AND CONDIIONS

SaFeMEOW holds all rights and ownership of any animals placed in foster care through our
rescue, and holds the right to make all decisions regarding animals in foster care
SaFeMEOW retains the right to recall/request return of any foster animal in your care, at any time.
Only authorized/approved fosters may care for foster animals, they are not to be left in the care of
anyone else. If you are going away or unable to provide the needed care to your foster animal/s
you must notify SaFeMEOW immediately
Animals belonging to foster homes must have Rabies and FVRCP Vaccine. It would be
recommended that cats have the Feline Leukemia Vaccine, Internal and External Parasite
treatment, FIV/FeLV Test.
You agree to provide proof of vaccination (or titres, done by your veterinarian, to quantify level of
immunity your animal has) to SaFeMEOW upon request. It is your responsibility to ensure your
animals vaccines are current and up to date.
It is required that you separate foster animals and owned animals for a minimum 2 week period
upon arrival. SaFeMEOW will not be held responsible if illness or parasites are contracted by
owned animals. Because of the nature of rescue work, SaFeMEOW cannot guarantee that
animals are free of communicable diseases. SaFeMEOW is not responsible for any veterinary
costs incurred for owned animals
If a foster home would like to adopt their foster animal they must notify SaFeMEOW asap.
SaFeMEOW reserves the right to make the final adoption approval and arrangements, all regular
adoption procedures will apply.
All adoption inquiries to the foster home will be directed to SaFeMEOW
Animals are to be kept strictly indoors
You will not cosmetically alter the foster animal in any way.
All veterinary care to SaFeMEOW animals is provided by Graham Animal Hospital. SaFeMEOW
is run by a Registered Veterinary Technician in addition to working closely with our veterinarian Dr.
Lukacs. We ensure all animals are examined and clear of clinical illness prior to being placed into

foster homes*
SaFeMEOW does not routinely test cats for FIV/FeLV due to the associated costs (aprox. $30),
upon request we can look into testing foster cats.
*A foster home may foster an ill animal and this would be disclosed prior to arranging the foster
SaFeMEOW will provide all medical care and advice as needed to foster homes. SaFe MEOW
will provide vaccines and deworming, in addition to any needed medial care to the foster animal.
A safe place, bed, toys, food and clean litter are the responsibility of the foster home.
Directions in the “SaFe MEOW Kitten Guide” or the “SaFe MEOW Cat Guide” are to be followed at
all times
As a foster home you will be fully responsible for the safety and wellbeing of the foster animal. You
agree to provide a safe, loving and clean environment. There will be adequate food, water and
clean litter.
Animals may remain in a foster home from a few days to several months, each case is unique
You will notify SaFeMEOW should you foster animals through another rescue.
All unauthorized expenses (medical, food, toys… etc…) will be at the expense of the foster home.
SaFeMEOW is not responsible for any foster expenses not agreed upon with a Manager in
advance.
THIS DOCUMENT WILL BE REVIWED YEARLY WITH FOSTER HOMES.
I __________________ (print name) have read, understood and agree to the terms and conditions
above.

Dated: __________________________________

Signature: ________________________________

Witness: _________________________________

